Development of a behavioral task measuring reward "wanting" and "liking" in rats.
It has been suggested that reward "wanting" and "liking" are mediated by separable brain systems. To facilitate neuropharmacological and neurophysiological research on this issue we developed a behavioral task with putative measures of reward "wanting" and "liking" available on a trial-by-trial basis. We were able to test whether our measures were sensitive to changes in thirsty rats' "wanting" and "liking" of liquid reward by manipulating its delay, taste and volume. We found that three of our putative "wanting" measures (anticipatory errors, reaction time and reward collection latency) were affected by upcoming reward delay and/or taste and our putative "liking" measure (post-reward licking) was sensitive to variations in reward taste and volume. To cross-validate our measures with previous pharmacological work we tested rats following acute, systemic administration of drug compounds that globally enhance serotonin and noradrenaline (imipramine), dopamine (GBR 12909) and opioid (morphine) function. Imipramine augmented the effects of delay and taste on reward "wanting", GBR 12909 attenuated the effects of delay on reward "wanting" and the effects of taste on reward "liking", and morphine reduced the effect of delay on a measure of reward "wanting". Since morphine failed to affect reward "liking" but has been previously found to enhance reward "liking" in taste reactivity tests, our measure requires further pharmacological validation. However, this task shows potential to assess the specific neural mechanisms that contribute to the impact of reward parameters on "wanting" and "liking".